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1. Introduction
1.1 On behalf of our client, Mr C Shapland FRICS, we make representations to Somerset
West and Taunton Council’s Local Plan 2040. The Somerset West and Taunton Council
came into being on Monday 1 April 2019 and combined the former West Somerset
Council and Taunton Deane Borough Council into a new District Council.
1.2 The land in question comprises 2.6 Ha (6.5 acres) to the north of Bratton Lane,
Minehead (please see map attached as Appendix 1).
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2. Background
2.1 The site lies adjacent to the eastern part of the Built up Area Boundary (BUAB) of
Minehead which has previously been identified by West Somerset Council as the town
where the majority of growth to serve the District should occur very much in line with best
planning practice of focusing development around existing urban areas where the vast
majority of physical, social and community, transport and green infrastructure exists.
2.2 The land is vacant and available for development in short timescales and was identified
in West Somerset's Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) of March
2017/18 as NDM5 (North and East of Merry Moor, Bratton Lane, Woodcombe TA24
8SG).
2.3 The site was specifically highlighted in the Inspectors report to West Somerset Council
(Report on The Examination into West Somerset Local Plan To 2032 (2016) attached as
Appendix 2) and the Inspector concluded that the site was indeed suitable for allocation
and residential development (see sections below for further details).
2.4 In general, there are many aspects of the new Local Plan 2040 which are considered
reasonable and which should be supported; however, the document does raise a
number of issues of concern. We highlight our client’s views on all of these issues
commenting to this effect, herein.
2.5 Previous representations regarding this site have been made in relation to the West
Somerset Local Plan, in 2012 and 2015.
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3. Issues and Options
Section 4: Objectives
3.1.

Fig 1.

Observations on Section 4: Objectives
3.2.

Our client broadly supports these objectives.
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Section 5: Issues and Options
The Settlement Tiers
3.3 “Minehead is identified as Tier 3 - Coastal Town (Major Rural Centre):
Minehead/Alcombe – identified as a major rural centre with a focus for new development
proportionate to its role and function as a medium sized town with a wider rural
hinterland.
3.4 An important part of the Local Plan is responding to the climate emergency and meeting
Carbon Neutrality targets by 2030 via the settlement strategy – this is where new
development will be located. To mitigate the effects of climate change it is essential that
new development is directed to the most sustainable locations that maximise
accessibility by sustainable modes of transport, minimise the need to travel, is close to
jobs and services, is focussed on brownfield land as much as possible and away from
areas of flood risk.
3.5 New development should put people rather than vehicles at its heart. It should facilitate
easy access to day-to-day services and be designed to prioritise walking, cycling, and
the use of public transport to provide real choices for everyone. Development in
sustainable locations drives up the viability of public transport services to those locations,
creating the opportunity to further improve services and living conditions. Transport
considerations need to be fundamental to the Local Plan process and not retrofitted later.
3.6 The level of settlements beneath Taunton has been reviewed as part of Topic Paper 115
(Table 8). This is a high-level assessment and is a “first draft” to start the discussion. The
position of settlements will be refined with further work.”
Fig 2.
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Question 2a: Do you agree with the tiers that identifies Taunton followed by 6 tiers
covering the other settlements. If not, what changes would you make and why?
Observations on Option 2a: The Settlement Tiers
3.7 Our client believes that along with Taunton and Wellington as key strategic centres for
the new district, significant development should also be steered to Minehead where a
large amount of services, employment and public transport exist (and where by far the
greatest amount of new infrastructure and investment in the West Somerset District was
previously focussed) and which, if properly planned for, would deliver housing, including
affordable housing, and jobs to help sustain and enhance the economy of the town and
sub region.
3.8 Whilst our client welcomes the overall tone of the hierarchy which prioritises Taunton and
Wellington, it is not true that Minehead’s role and function is merely “as a medium sized
town with a wider rural hinterland” (see table 8 above). Indeed, Minehead is the largest
settlement in the former West Somerset District, with c.12,000 population. It is not just a
“major rural centre” as identified in table 8 (above) but a key service centre for the wider
District, having a community hospital, a sixth form college, middle school and a
substantial shopping centre. It is also the location of a Butlins holiday centre, which in the
peak holiday season is home to up to c.6,000 visitors at a time. Its service centre role
relates to a wider area including much of Exmoor and parts of North Devon.
3.9 It is acknowledged that Minehead lies some 25 miles / 45 minutes’ drive from M5 J25 at
Taunton and that some parts of the minor road network, besides being narrow and
winding, are severely constrained by the local geography and a lack of permeability on
some parts of the historic road network. Minehead, however, has a good level of access
to its services and facilities by a range of transport modes including walking and cycling.
3.10

It is therefore our client’s view that Minehead should be identified as a sub strategic

town along with Wellington, and as such that this illustrative hierarchy requires further
evidence-based research. It is suggested that this should include an understanding of
factors such as:

•

Up-to-date population and household estimates and projections;
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•

A scale of new dwellings required in the new Local Plan review period to 2040;

•

Housing delivery rates, completion data and other housing market assessment
data;

3.11

•

Up-to-date housing needs assessment / objective assessment of need;

•

Up-to-date strategic housing land availability (land supply) data;

•

Carbon and other emissions arising from transport;

•

Retail offer and vacancy rates;

•

Employment land and premises (economic) offer;

•

Travel-to-work areas / functional economic areas;

•

Infrastructure (transport accessibility and connectivity);

•

Public transport services;

•

Sports, leisure and recreation services and facilities;

•

Education offer;

•

Health services and facilities available;

•

Environmental protections, opportunities and constraints; and,

•

Heritage assets and historic environment.

This work will clearly demonstrate that as per SC1 in the previous West Somerset

Local Plan, Minehead should be identified as a sub strategic town for growth and
development within the district.

5.2.2 Issue: The Distribution of Housing (Topic Paper 1)
3.12

“Topic Paper 1 has looked at ways in which we could distribute housing, with three

out of eight options potentially compatible with the draft Local Plan objectives and
Taunton sustainable development.
3.13

The reality is that growth has come forward firstly on greenfield sites in Wellington

and Rural Centres and Villages including Bishops Lydeard, Creech St Michael,
Churchinford and North Curry. Part of this has been that these are all greenfield sites
which had little constraints. Taunton delivery has been steady but has more constraints
due to infrastructure and viability issues. Brownfield town centre sites have struggled due
to the economic crisis in 2008 but progress is now happening on some key town centre
sites.
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3.14

Minehead, Watchet and Williton are not delivering as much housing as planned. The

Plan will need to look at why this is and what it means for the new Local Plan.
3.15

Importantly, the housing requirement figures in our current Local Plans are

significantly higher than the new Standard Method figure required by the Government
(Option 3a). This means that even if the proportion of housing development increases in
any of the tiers, it is possible (depending on the outcome of Option 3a) that the number
of homes directed to any of the tiers may still be fewer than the current Local Plan
requirement.
3.16

Once we have refined the housing requirement figure we will be able to indicate the

number of dwellings for each tier. There are many factors in deciding whether a place is
suitable for development. We will look at characteristics and constraints of individual
settlements which may limit their suitability for housing growth.”
Fig 3.
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Question 2c: Do you think we should carry on with the way housing is currently
distributed across our area (see pie chart) or should we be doing something different,
such as one of the three options suggested above?
Observations on Option 2c: The Distribution of Housing
3.17

Our client is broadly supportive of Topic Paper 1 Option B - Current Local Plan

Strategies existing proportions of development.
3.18

It is acknowledged that directing new development proportionately to the area’s

larger settlements which currently provide most of the retail, employment, education and
other service facilities within the area will help to maintain and enhance their
attractiveness to service providers...[which in turn will help]... to maximize the number of
trips to service destinations which are completed within the local area and, particularly,
within the main settlements...[to maintain or increase]...the number of service sector jobs
provided in the local area [and allow for]...quality of life benefits [to be] experienced by
the local population through maintaining or improving the range of services which are
available within the local area.
3.19

With this in mind, the former West Somerset Policy was heavily focussed on

development in Minehead and ensuring that proposals would "support and strengthen
[its] role as the main service and employment centre in West Somerset...and...give
appropriate treatment to the town's surroundings in the context of national designations".
3.20

Our client strongly suggests therefore, that a higher percentage of development

should be steered to Minehead where the greatest amount of services, employment and
public transport exist for the former West Somerset district (and where by far the greatest
amount of new infrastructure and investment in the plan period was planned to go) and
which, if properly planned for, would deliver housing (and affordable housing) and jobs,
self-containment, per capita CO2 reductions and ultimately help sustain and enhance the
economy of the new Somerset West and Taunton District.
3.21

Ultimately it is our client’s belief that focusing more development in and around

Minehead (which is where our client's land is) where the vast majority of goods and
service are located (alongside Taunton and Wellington) will:
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•

lead to self-containment and the promotion of sustainable transport modes;

•

reduce per capita CO2 emissions in the interests of abating the speed of
climate change;

•

deliver open market housing to deliver affordable housing;

•

raise the number of higher paid jobs whilst maintaining the levels of lower
paid jobs; and,

•

address the demographic imbalance by encouraging economically active
people to remain in the area and by encouraging others into the area; all
whilst protecting the landscape.

Site Selection
3.22

“We propose these additional policy approaches to meet Objective 2:
•

2b/1 Ensure development proposals demonstrate how they will reduce the
need to travel through their location, design and infrastructure and where
appropriate, providing a mix of uses

•

2b/2 Making the most effective and efficient use of land, giving preference to
the recycling of previously developed land where this aligns with the
settlement strategy and other policies

•

2b/3 Support for higher densities in town centres and on public transport
routes

•

2b/4 Support for small sites that are in line with the settlement strategy and
other policies and encouragement for Neighbourhood Plans to allocate small
sites.”

Question 2d: Do you have any comments on these policy approaches?
Observations on Option 2d: Site selection
3.23

The previous West Somerset Local Plan had an under supply of strategic sites and

an over-reliance on windfall sites to meet its housing target in Minehead.
3.24

Therefore, on behalf of our client we propose that a robust approach would be to

provide for a number of sites in appropriate locations predominantly around Minehead.
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Furthermore, that this provision be made through the allocation of a significant number of
more modestly sized sites because such a revised approach would help to ensure that
there would be a greater number of more easily deliverable schemes available to meet
the Council’s overall objectives.
3.25

Our client also strongly believes that land in their ownership should be identified for

development in Minehead. Our client is of a view that their land should be allocated
because it is suitable for housing development and where there are constraints these
can be overcome.
3.26

In the Inspectors report to West Somerset Council (Report on The Examination into

West Somerset Local Plan To 2032 (2016)) (Appendix 2) the Inspector concluded that
the site was indeed suitable for allocation, as per the commentary summarised below:
•

Para 95 states that the site off Bratton Lane put forward by Mr Shapland is
within the Porlock Road area assessed as part of the sustainability appraisal.
The reasons for rejecting development in this area were given by the LPA as
significant negative effects on flooding (as parts are in Flood Zone 3) and
significant effects on landscape (since parts of the area are clearly visible
from Exmoor National Park).

•

Para 96 states that nevertheless, early release sites MIN4, MIN5, MIN30 and
MIN41 now suggested by the Council and that put forward on behalf of
several owners and within the boundary of MIN30 and MIN41 are all within
the Porlock Road area. Evidence from the Environment Agency is that while
parts of MIN30 and MIN41 are within Flood Zone 3, Mr Shapland’s site is
within Flood Zone 1 and thus acceptable, at least on flood risk grounds
(ED21).

•

Para 97 states that turning to visual and landscape impact, ENPA advises
that the effect on the National Park from development of the suggested early
release sites would be neutral on both landscape character and visual
amenity provided that screen planting is retained and/or reinforced (ED25/3,
#4.2). In considering the effect on the National Park of Mr Shapland’s site,
ENPA make essentially the same comments under the ‘description and
discussion’ section but conclude that the effect on both landscape character
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and visual amenity would be ‘moderate adverse’ (ED25/6). It is not clear why
this different conclusion was drawn or why screen planting, as advocated by
those representing Mr Shapland in evidence, could not be employed in
mitigation.
•

Para 98 states that development of each of these five sites is broadly in
accordance with the Plan strategy and policy SC1 since all are in close
proximity to the contiguous built-up area. Whether any could be developed
would seem to depend on site specific proposals relating to flood risk, access
and landscape and visual impact. These are matters of detail for the
development management process; in principle they would all appear to be
acceptable.

5.3.1 Issue: Providing the right number of new homes
3.27

“The Local Plan will have a housing requirement figure and must have pro-active

policies to help deliver this amount of housing. The Government’s ‘Standard Method’
calculates our minimum figure which is 702 dwellings per year totalling 14,040 dwellings
over 20 years.
3.28

We must decide if we should use this 702 figure or a higher figure. We will produce

technical evidence to understand what the higher figure might be. We will update our
evidence of need and we will produce a Viability Assessment to make sure that the
percentage and tenure of affordable housing we ask for does not make development
unviable.”
Question 3a: Should our housing requirement figure match the Government’s
minimum figure of 702 dwellings per year or should we have a higher figure?
Observations on Option 3a: Providing the right number of new homes
3.29

Whilst our client supports the concept of development providing for affordable

housing when it is viable for it to do so, we must urge the council to conduct further work
to ensure that affordable housing levels sought are derived from an assessment of
viability.
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5.3.4 Issue: Providing custom self-build plots
3.30

“The Government expects us to give suitable permission to enough plots of land to

meet the demand for custom self build (CSB) and we are currently delivering enough
sites to comply with this. We need to consider whether the Local Plan should be proactive towards CSB. It is not affordable housing (by definition) in its own right but it could
be a method of delivering affordable housing, typically as affordable low-cost market
(intermediate) housing.”
Question 3d: Should we allocate sites and/or make sure a percentage of housing
developments are for self-built plots for people wanting to build their own homes?
Should we allow self-build plots on Rural Exceptions sites provided that they are
affordable?
Observations on Option 3d: Lifetime Homes
3.31

In principle our client supports the principle of self-build on development sites and

exception sites.

5.8.1 Issue: Managing development in rural settlements
Option 8a: Managing development in rural settlements
Question 8a: Should we keep or remove settlement boundaries? Or should we have
settlement boundaries in areas where there is higher pressure from development i.e.
closer to Taunton, Wellington and Wiveliscombe but remove them in more remote
areas to provide more options for development.
Observations on Option 8a: Managing development in rural settlements
3.32

Our client supports the previous approach set by West Somerset Council. The West

Somerset Local Plan 2034 did not have settlement boundaries but instead had a
definition of the built-up area and a criteria based policy where development was
considered “within or in close proximity (within 50 metres) to the contiguous built up
area” (Local Plan Policy SC1). Outside of this zone development was classed as being in
the open countryside. The justification for not having settlement boundaries was the
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challenge of delivering new housing and employment sites in WSC. This still stands as a
valid concern.
3.33

Settlement boundaries are not a requirement of the National Planning Policy

Framework (NPPF) and they can be inflexible, not responding to local circumstances or
supporting housing and employment developments that reflect changing local needs.
Moreover, restriction as per the suggested approach (of implementing settlement
boundaries) would restrict organic changes and lead to intensive development within a
settlement as every available area of land competes for development resulting in a
potential reduction in the landscape quality and character of that settlement.
3.34

In many rural locations having several little boundaries being drawn around

properties to form a collection of mini boundaries goes against identifying a contiguous
built form. It could lead to increased land and property values within the settlement
boundary. The high prices of land and existing housing coupled with low wages could
result in local people being priced out of the housing market. This could mean that local
people with ties to particular communities may have to leave for urban areas where the
prospects of securing more affordable housing are greater.
3.35

In the former WSC area, historically approximately 80% of new development within

the Local Plan area has taken place at the area’s main service centre of
Minehead/Alcombe, and the secondary service centres of Watchet and Williton. This
pattern of development, without settlement limits, served to sustain a good level of local
services in these three settlements. Maintaining this pattern of development should
continue to support the health of the service functions of the three main settlements.
3.36

Should the decision be made to bring in settlement limits, the Council should proceed

with proactively allocating sites in these areas which would prevent urban sprawl and
enable sites to come forward. This is likely to require some adjustment and expansion of
the key settlement development limits, such as at Minehead.
5.12 Issue: Policies for our Places: The Coastal Strip
3.37

“The seaside resort of Minehead, together with the smaller adjacent settlement of

Alcombe, is the largest town along our coast and is the main service centre in the local
area. It is the location of a Butlins holiday centre, which in the peak holiday season is
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home to up to c.6,000 visitors at a time and is an important gateway for visitors to
Exmoor National Park. The Minehead Coastal Community Team created an Economic
Plan to inform the development of future projects for the town. The Business
Improvement District Business Plan 2018-23 aims to make Minehead a more prosperous
and vibrant place to work, live and visit. Minehead residents have a good level of access
to its services and facilities by a range of transport modes including walking and cycling.
3.38

We propose these policy approaches for the Coastal Strip to address these issues:
•

12a/1 Supporting new employment sites and job generating activities in the
key towns.

•

12a/2 Support and enhance the role of our coastal towns as gateway
settlements to tourist areas through policies that:

•

Support new tourism development to enhance Minehead, Watchet and
Williton’s role

•

Ensure that sufficient car parking for local residents and seasonal visitors
remains through protection or re-provision

•

12a/3 Support the enhancement of waterfront sites at Minehead and Watchet
provided that safe harbour facilities are not inhibited, it enhances the local
character, and may facilitate improved accessibility by sea to and from Bristol
Channel Ports and beyond.”

Question 12a: Do you have any comments on these policy approaches?
Observations on Option 12a: The Coastal Strip
3.39

Our client supports the objectives set out.

3.40

However, on behalf of our client, it is also our belief that significant further

development should be steered to Minehead where a large amount of services,
employment and public transport exist (and where by far the greatest amount of new
infrastructure and investment in the West Somerset District was previously focussed)
and which, if properly planned for, would deliver housing, including affordable housing,
and jobs to help sustain and enhance the economy of the sub region.
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3.41

Whilst our client welcomes the overall tone of the Coastal Strip approach, it is

considered that Minehead’s role and function is beyond “a medium sized town with a
wider rural hinterland” (see table 8 above). Indeed, Minehead is the largest settlement in
the former West Somerset District, with c.12,000 population. It is not just a “major rural
centre” as identified in table 8 (above) but a key service centre for the wider District,
having a community hospital, a sixth form college, middle school and a substantial
shopping centre. It is also the location of a Butlins holiday centre, which in the peak
holiday season is home to up to c.6,000 visitors at a time. Its service centre role relates
to a wider area including much of Exmoor and parts of North Devon.
3.42

It is therefore our client’s view that Minehead should be identified as a sub strategic

town along with Wellington, and as such that this illustrative hierarchy requires further
evidence-based research.
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4. Conclusions
4.1

As a result of the issues set out above, in our client’s view, the Local Plan should:
•

Make provision for a higher number of new homes in Minehead, identifying it
as a sub strategic town;

•

Continue to focus development in and around Minehead and consequently
identify other appropriate locations for housing development in and around
Minehead in order to provide a greater range of development sites, thereby
increasing the flexibility of the proposed housing supply for the District; and

•

Allocate our client’s land at Minehead, now, as part of the Local Plan, for
residential use.
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APPENDIX 1: Land at Minehead
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APPENDIX 2: Inspector’s Report
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